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1. Methodology
DREAMM implements machine learning to predict membrane-penetrating amino
acids of peripheral membrane proteins and predicts binding sites near the predicted
membrane-penetrating amino acids in protein conformational ensembles. To predict
the membrane-penetrating amino acids, a novel ensemble machine learning
classifier model was trained using experimental data retrieved from an extensive
literature search (1).
When a PDB structure is entered in DREAMM, firstly it is prepared with HTMD (2)
and then the feature extraction begins, generating various physicochemical and
biochemical features. These features include the secondary structure definition
using DSSP (3), the solvent-accessible surface area using FreeSASA (4), the amino
acid and Cα depth using MSMS (5), the Wimley-White whole-residue interface, and
octanol hydrophobicity scales (6, 7), the charges using PDB2PQR (8, 9), the
conservation score using HHblits (10), the squared fluctuations using PRODY (11, 12),
the number of nearby amino acids, and others. Furthermore, to consider the
surrounding amino acid properties of each amino acid, the mean values of the
aforementioned features are calculated, for each amino acid and the amino acids
lying at a distance of Cα - Cα 7 Å. In addition, the ProtDCal tool is implemented (13),
which calculates numerous thermodynamics, topographic, and property-based
features.
When the feature extraction is completed, the ensemble classifier model predicts
the membrane-penetrating amino acids. To reduce the false positive nonhydrophobic amino acids, DREAMM labels as membrane-penetrating only the nonhydrophobic amino acids that lie at a COM-COM distance of 14 Å from at least one
of the predicted hydrophobic amino acids. The results are displayed on the web
server and visualized with JSmol (14, 15).
Moreover, the user may choose to search for binding sites in the vicinity of the
predicted membrane-penetrating interface. To take into account the dynamic nature
of proteins, DREAMM searches for binding sites in conformational ensembles. After
the user inputs the protein conformational ensemble, the P2Rank stand-alone opensource software (16) is used to predict binding sites in each protein conformation,
separately. The PyMOL (17) scripts that produce 3D visualizations generated from
P2Rank are automatically modified to display the predicted membrane-penetrating
amino acids in purple and the binding sites within a distance of 5 Å from the closest
atom of the predicted membrane-penetrating amino acids, which are then clustered
based on their center coordinates. A unique identifier (UID) is assigned to each job
and a unique URL for each job is provided to the user. The final results can be
downloaded through the web server. For more details regarding the methodology
please refer to Ref. (1).
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2. Input
a) Prediction of membrane-penetrating amino acids
The users interested to predict membrane-penetrating amino acids proceed with the
calculation by uploading the PDB file and do not check the binding site prediction
box.

i.
Insert PDB ID
Users input the PDB ID and the chains and hit the “Upload” button. If the “Chain”
field is empty the whole structure will be used to predict membrane-penetrating
amino acids.

ii.
Upload PDB file
Users may also choose to upload their own protein structure by hitting the “Upload
PDB file” button. Once the user uploads the structure the prediction starts
automatically.
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b) Prediction of membrane-penetrating amino acids and binding site
prediction
In case users want to search for binding sites near the predicted membranepenetrating amino acids, they must check the appropriate box. Once it is checked,
new options will appear. The binding site prediction is performed in protein
conformational ensembles and the membrane-penetrating amino acids prediction
will be performed in the first model of the ensemble.

i.
Insert NMR structure PDB ID
The first option is to input the PDB ID of an NMR structure, choose the chains, and
hit the “Upload” button. If the “Chain” field is empty, the whole structure will be
used to predict membrane-penetrating amino acids and binding sites. If the PDB file
is not an NMR structure, DREAMM will proceed with the calculation and the
predictions even if it is an X-ray structure.
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ii.
Upload PDB of a conformational ensemble
Users may also upload their own protein conformational ensemble by hitting the
“Upload PDB file” button and selecting their file. Once the users upload their
structure, the prediction starts automatically. If the PDB contains only one model,
DREAMM will proceed with the calculation in this model.

Important note: The protein conformational ensemble must be in a PDB file format
with the models divided by MODEL / ENDMDL records!

iii.
Generate a protein conformational ensemble with ExProSE
In case NMR structures or a protein conformational ensemble are not available, the
users may create a protein conformational ensemble using ExProSE. The users input
the PDB ID, choose the chains and the number of additional conformations to
generate, and hit the “Upload” button. If the “Chain” field is empty, the whole
structure will be used to predict membrane-penetrating amino acids and generate
conformational ensembles. The limit for the number of conformations that can be
generated is 50. The binding site prediction is also performed in the initial structure,
so if the user chooses to generate 20 conformations with ExProSE, the output will
contain 21 protein conformations. The membrane-penetrating amino acid prediction
will be carried out in the initial PDB and not in one of the generated conformations.
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Important note: ExProSE is programmed to generate conformational ensembles
between apo and holo structures, but it can also generate protein conformations
with one structure as input. For the convenience of the users, we accept only one
structure as input. To generate protein conformations, we apply the default ExProSE
settings with a tolerance weighting factor (weighting of constraint tolerances for
interactions) WB = 0.4 to avoid large conformational changes.
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3. Output
a) Display of the results
After the calculation finishes, the predicted membrane-penetrating amino acids are
displayed in the format:
The residues: “Chain name” “resid” “resid” … “resid” “Chain name” “resid” “resid” …
“resid” … are predicted to insert the membrane
The protein is visualized with JSmol (14, 15) in secondary structure representation
and the membrane-penetrating amino acids in CPK.
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b) Download results
Users may download the results by hitting the “Download Results” button or return
to the main page to perform further predictions by hitting the “Return” button. The
buttons are placed just below the JSmol visualization.

The downloaded results depend on whether the user chooses to predict binding
sites or not.
If the user does not choose to predict binding sites, then a csv file will be
downloaded including the membrane penetrating amino acid predictions.
Specifically, the csv file includes the chain name, the residue number (“resnum”
column), the one-code amino acid letter, and the “broken_chain” column, which
indicates whether the prediction is near the N- or C-termini, or near missing loops,
which might generate a false positive prediction (0 denotes not being in the N- or Ctermini or near missing loops, and 1 denotes amino acids that are found in these
regions).
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If the user chooses to predict binding sites, a zip file will be downloaded with a
folder containing the following files in the following directory structure:
|-- “PDB”_”UID”.csv
|-- input.pdb
|-- pcs
| |-- evals_spread.tsv
| |-- pc_1_2.png
| |-- pc_1_3.png
| |-- pc_2_3.png
| |-- pcs.tsv
| `-- pcs_input.tsv
|-- pdbs
| |-- “PDB”_”UID”_0.pdb
| |-- “PDB”_”UID”_1.pdb
| |-- …
| `-- prepared
|
|-- “PDB”_”UID”_0_fixed.pdb
|
|-- “PDB”_”UID”_1_fixed.pdb
|
|-- …
|
|-- fixed.txt
|
`-- pockets
|
|-- “PDB”_”UID”_0_fixed.pdb_predictions.csv
|
|-- “PDB”_”UID”_0_fixed.pdb_residues.csv
|
|-- “PDB”_”UID”_1_fixed.pdb_predictions.csv
|
|-- “PDB”_”UID”_1_fixed.pdb_residues.csv
|
|-- …
|
|-- params.txt
|
|-- results
|
| |-- “PDB”_”UID”.csv
|
| |-- “PDB”_”UID”.xlsx
|
| |-- “PDB”_”UID”_clustered.csv
|
| |-- “PDB”_”UID”_clustered.xlsx
|
| `-- results.txt
|
|-- run.log
|
`-- visualizations
|
|-- “PDB”_”UID”_0_fixed.pdb.pml
|
|-- “PDB”_”UID”_1_fixed.pdb.pml
|
|-- …
|
`-- data
|
|-- “PDB”_”UID”_0_fixed.pdb_points.pdb.gz
|
|-- “PDB”_”UID”_1_fixed.pdb_points.pdb.gz
|
|-- …
|-- pymol
| |-- view_pc_1.pml
| |-- view_pc_2.pml
| |-- view_pc_3.pml
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| `-- view_pc_4.pml
|-- rmsds.tsv
|-- rmsfs.png
|-- rmsfs.tsv
`-- spe_scores.tsv
The directories and files are explained below:
“PDB”_”UID”.csv: The abovementioned .csv file with the membrane-penetrating
amino acid predictions.
input.pdb: It is output only if ExProSE is used. The input PDB file. For more
information, please refer to https://github.com/jgreener64/ProteinEnsembles.jl.
rmsds.tsv: It is output only if ExProSE is used. Root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs)
of generated structures to the input structures. Line n corresponds to structure n.
For
more
information,
please
refer
to
https://github.com/jgreener64/ProteinEnsembles.jl.
rmsfs.png and rmsfs.tsv: It is output only if ExProSE is used. Root-mean-square
fluctuations (RMSFs) of each residue over the ensemble of generated structures, and
the corresponding plot. Line n corresponds to residue index n. For more information,
please refer to https://github.com/jgreener64/ProteinEnsembles.jl.
spe_scores.tsv: It is output only if ExProSE is used. Stochastic proximity embedding
(SPE) error scores of generated structures. Line n corresponds to structure n. For
more
information,
please
refer
to
https://github.com/jgreener64/ProteinEnsembles.jl.
pcs: It is output only if ExProSE is used. It contains the projections onto the principal
components (PCs) from the principal component analysis of the generated
structures. For more information, about the files in this directory please refer to
https://github.com/jgreener64/ProteinEnsembles.jl.
pymol: It is output only if ExProSE is used. PyMOL scripts to view PCs on input.pdb,
e.g., run pymol input.pdb pymol/view_pc_1.pml. For more information, please refer
to https://github.com/jgreener64/ProteinEnsembles.jl.
pdbs/“PDB”_”UID”_#.pdb: The input structure and the generated structures
produced by ExProSE. The input structure is the “PDB”_”UID”_0.pdb and the
generated structures are the “PDB”_”UID”_1.pdb, “PDB”_”UID”_2.pdb, etc. Note
that the numbering in the files starts from zero.
pdbs/prepared/“PDB”_”UID”_#_fixed.pdb: The prepared structures using HTMD.
The “PDB”_”UID”_0_fixed.pdb is the prepared structure of the first model in the
conformational ensemble, the “PDB”_”UID”_1_fixed.pdb is the prepared structure of
the second model in the conformational ensemble, etc. Note that the numbering in
the files starts from zero.
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pdbs/prepared/fixed.txt: This file contains a list of the names of the prepared
structures.
pdbs/prepared/pockets/“PDB”_”UID”_#_fixed.pdb_predictions.csv: Produced by
P2Rank. It contains an ordered list of predicted pockets for protein conformation #,
their scores, the coordinates of their centers together with a list of adjacent
residues, a list of adjacent protein surface atoms, and a calibrated probability of
being a ligand-binding site. Note that the numbering in the files starts from zero. For
more information, please refer to https://github.com/rdk/p2rank.
pdbs/prepared/pockets/“PDB”_”UID”_#_fixed.pdb_residues.csv: Produced by
P2Rank. It contains a list of all residues from the input protein conformation #, with
their scores, mapping to predicted pockets, and a calibrated probability of being a
ligand-binding residue. Note that the numbering in the files starts from zero. For
more information, please refer to https://github.com/rdk/p2rank.
pdbs/prepared/pockets/params.txt: The input parameters of P2Rank. For more
information, please refer to https://github.com/rdk/p2rank.
pdbs/prepared/pockets/run.log: The run log of P2Rank.
pdbs/prepared/pockets/visualizations/“PDB”_”UID”_#_fixed.pdb.pml: The PyMOL
visualization of protein conformation # showing the predicted membranepenetrating amino acids with purple, the protein in secondary structure
representation, and the predicted binding sites within a distance of 5 Å from the
predicted membrane-penetrating amino acids. Note that the numbering in the files
starts from zero.
pdbs/prepared/pockets/visualizations/data/“PDB”_”UID”_#_fixed.pdb._points.pd
b.gz: Produced by P2Rank. Coordinates of the Solvent Accessible Surface (SAS) points
for protein conformation #. The "Residue sequence number" (23-26) of the HETATM
record corresponds to the rank of the corresponding pocket (points with the value 0
do not belong to any pocket). Note that the numbering in the files starts from zero.
For more information, please refer to https://github.com/rdk/p2rank.
pdbs/prepared/pockets/results/: Contains five files: The “PDB”_”UID” file in two file
formats (csv and xlsx), the “PDB”_”UID”_clustered file in two file formats (csv and
xlsx), and the results.txt file.
Specifically, the “PDB”_”UID”.csv and “PDB”_”UID”.xlsx files contain all binding sites
within a distance of 5 Å from the predicted membrane-penetrating amino acids in all
conformations. Each row represents a binding site and the columns show:
1. the predicted membrane-penetrating amino acid near the binding site
(“residue” column),
2. the smallest distance between the predicted membrane-penetrating amino
acid and the binding site in Å (“dist_surf” column),
3. the P2Rank ranking of the binding site (“site rank” column),
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4. the P2Rank score of the binding site (“score” column),
5. the distance between the predicted membrane-penetrating amino acid and
the binding site center in Å (“dist_center” column),
6. the protein conformation (“conformation” column),
7. the residue IDs near the binding pocket surface (“res_id” column),
8. the atom IDs near the binding pocket surface (“surf_atoms” column), and
9. the binding site center coordinates in Å (“center_x”, “center_y”, and
“center_z” columns).
The “PDB”_”UID”_clustered.csv and .xlsx files contain the binding site clustering
results. Each row represents a binding site within a distance of 5 Å from the
predicted membrane-penetrating amino acids and the columns show:
1. Binding site number.
2. The protein conformations where the binding site is found and their PyMOL
pocket number (“conformation_#_pocket_#” column),
3. The total number of protein conformations that the binding site is found
(“total_conformations” column),
4. the predicted membrane-penetrating amino acids near the binding site
(“membrane-penetrating_residues” column),
5. the mean and std of the smallest distance between the predicted membranepenetrating amino acid and the binding site among the conformations that
the binding site is found in Å (“dist_surf_mean” and “dist_surf_std” columns),
6. the mean and std of the distance between the predicted membranepenetrating amino acid and the binding site center among the conformations
that the binding site is found in Å (“dist_center_mean” and “dist_center_std”
columns),
7. the highest P2Rank score of the binding site among the conformations that
the binding site is found (“highest_score” column),
8. the conformation with the highest P2Rank score (“highest_score_conf”
column),
9. the mean and std of the P2Rank ranking of the binding site among the
conformations that the binding site is found (“site_rank_mean” and
“site_rank_std” columns),
10. the mean and std of the binding site center coordinates among the
conformations that the binding site is found in Å (“center_x_mean”,
“center_x_std”, “center_y_mean”, “center_y_std”, “center_z_mean” and
“center_z_std” columns),
11. the mean and std of the binding site conservation score among the
conformations that the binding site is found (“conservation_mean” and
“conservation_std” columns), and
12. the mean and std of the binding site ESSA z-score among the conformations
that the binding site is found (“ESSA_ mean” and “ESSA_std” columns).
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The results.txt file contains the summarized binding site clustering results. The first
line mentions the number of binding sites in the vicinity of the predicted membranepenetrating amino acids. Then, each line represents a binding site reporting on:
1. the number of protein conformations where the binding site is found,
2. the predicted membrane-penetrating amino acids near the binding site,
3. the highest P2Rank score of the binding site among the conformations that
the binding site is found,
4. the mean ± std of the smallest distance in Å between the predicted
membrane-penetrating amino acid and the binding site among the
conformations that the binding site is found,
5. the mean ± std of the binding site center coordinates in Å among the
conformations that the binding site is found,
6. the mean ± std of the binding site conservation score among the
conformations that the binding site is found, and
7. the mean and std of the binding site ESSA z-score among the conformations
that the binding site is found.

As an example, we report the first model from the NMR structural ensemble 2RSG
where only one of the three binding sites predicted by P2Rank is displayed in PyMOL,
as it is the only one at a distance of 5 Å from the predicted membrane-penetrating
amino acids.
Note: If users are interested in visualizing the rest of the discovered binding pockets
by P2Rank, all pockets are stored in the generated PyMOL session.
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4. Binding site clustering results interpretation
As a use case, we utilize the prothrombin protein with PDB ID: 5EDM and generate
20 additional conformations using ExProSE. The predicted membrane-penetrating
amino acids are displayed, visualized, and can be also downloaded from the
DREAMM web server. DREAMM assigns a unique ID (UID) in each job, for example,
20220419145002. The prefix of the downloaded files is the “PDB”_”UID”; in our
case, it is the 5EDM_20220419145002. The results.txt file contains information
about 8 discovered binding sites located at the predicted protein-membrane
interfaces (the results may differ due to the statistical nature of ExProSE). For each
binding site DREAMM provides the binding site statistics in the following format (the
binding sites are ranked based on the P2Rank score):
Binding site 1 is found in 21/21 conformations, near the predicted membranepenetrating amino acids ['A_398', 'A_458'], with highest P2Rank score 29.3414,
average distance from the binding site surface 2.6 ± 1.31, average distance from the
binding site center 9.4 ± 0.44, average conservation score 0.31 ± 0.04, and average
ESSA score 0.31 ± 0.29.
Binding site 2 is found in 20/21 conformations, near the predicted membranepenetrating amino acids ['A_458'], with highest P2Rank score 26.0233, average
distance from the binding site surface 1.33 ± 1.8, average distance from the binding
site center 9.29 ± 2.08, and average conservation score 0.26 ± 0.02, and average
ESSA score 0.2 ± 0.31.
…
Binding site 8 is found in 10/21 conformations, near the predicted membranepenetrating amino acids ['A_93'], with highest P2Rank score 2.1478, average
distance from the binding site surface 0.72 ± 1.52, average distance from the binding
site center 3.83 ± 1.9, average conservation score 0.24 ± 0.03, and average ESSA
score -0.99 ± 0.14.
More
details
about
clustering
results
are
provided
in
the
5EDM_20220419145002_clustered.csv (or .xlsx) file. In this file, the binding sites are
ranked based on their highest P2Rank score. For each binding site, a list of all
conformations that this binding site is found along with its PyMOL pocket number
can be located in the “conformation_#_pocket_#” column in the following format:
['5EDM_20220419145002_0_fixed.pdb_pocket_1'
'5EDM _20220419145002_10_fixed.pdb_pocket_1'
…
'5EDM_20220419145002_9_fixed.pdb_pocket_2']
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For example, if the user wants to visualize this binding site in the 10th protein
conformation, the user has to open the 5EDM_20220419145002_9_fixed.pdb.pml
file (note that the numbering in the files starts from zero) from the
“pdbs/prepared/pockets/visualizations” folder in PyMOL and select pocket 2.
If the user wants to proceed with structure-based drug design in the binding site
with the highest P2Rank score, which is usually the consensus binding site, the user
selects one of the conformations of “Binding site 1”. The user may locate the protein
conformation with the highest P2Rank score in the “highest_score_conf” column.
However, the user may want to target a binding site that is near a specific predicted
membrane-penetrating amino acid, for example, Y93. In the “membranepenetrating_residues” column of 5EDM_20220419145002_clustered.csv (or .xlsx)
file, the user can find the predicted membrane-penetrating amino acids, which are
adjacent to each binding site. To conclude, based on the predicted membranepenetrating amino acids, the user can choose the corresponding binding site, from
the “conformation_#_pocket_#” column the user can locate the conformations
where this binding site is located along with its PyMOL pocket number, and in the
“highest_score_conf” column the user can locate the conformation with the highest
P2Rank score.
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5. Using DREAMM with AlphaFold structures
With the recent advancements in protein structure predictions, i.e., AlphaFold2 (18)
and RoseTTAFold (19), the structure of unresolved proteins can be predicted with
high accuracy; but in many cases, these models fail to fold the N- or C-terminus or
various protein segments. It is thus recommended to remove these regions, i.e.,
amino acids with a confidence predicted local-distance difference test score (pLDDT)
< 70 before applying DREAMM because these unfolded regions affect the prediction
accuracy.
For example, in the interleukin-22 receptor subunit alpha-1 prediction of AlphaFold2,
https://alphafold.ebi.ac.uk/entry/Q8N6P7,

the unfolded regions affect DREAMM predictions due to high solvent exposure,
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but, if we remove the amino acids with a confidence score (pLDDT) less than 70,

DREAMM predictions are accurate, correctly predicting the α helix 225-255 that
inserts in the membrane.

If you encounter any problems,
a.chatzigoulas@gmail.com

please

feel free

to

contact

us

at:
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